Black History Month

Movie’s On Netflix:

**Becoming** – *Michelle Obama* – Join former first lady Michelle Obama in an intimate documentary looking at her life, hopes and connection with others as she tours with “Becoming.”

**Da 5 Bloods** – *Delroy Lindo, Jonathan Majors* – Four African American veterans return to Vietnam decades after the war to find their squad leader’s remains – and a stash of buried gold.

**Mud bound** – *Carey Mulligan, Jason Clarke, Mary J.Bilge,* Two Mississippi families; one Black, one white, confront the brutal realities of prejudice, farming and friendship in a divided World War II era.

**Ma Rainey’s Black Bottom** – *Viola Davis, Chadwick Boseman* – Tensions and temperatures rise at a Chicago music studio in 1927 when fiery, fearless blue singer Ma Rainey joins her band for a recording session.

**Self-Made: Inspired by the life of Madam C.J. Walker** – *Octavia Spencer, Tiffany Haddish* – An African American washerwoman rises from poverty to build a beauty empire and become the first female self-made millionaire. Based on a true story

**The 13th** – *Documentary* - In this thought-provoking documentary, scholars, activists, and politicians analyze the criminalization of African Americans and the U.S. prison boom.

**When They See Us** – *Asante Blackk, Caleel Harris* – Five teens from Harlem become trapped in a nightmare when they’re falsely accused of a brutal attack in Central Park. Based on a true story.